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INTRODUCTION 

Environment and ecology ·haye become catchall phrases all over the 

world in recent years. This development has little to do with clisciplinaty research 

and more with· ideological cor:troversies regarding development and social 

conflicts over resources. N everthelc;~s, the popularizing concerns apart, social 

sciences' concern for environment flows mostly from t~e study of 'ecology' as 

different from environment. The term 'ecology' was first coined by the German 

zoologist Ernst Haeckel in 1866 and it combined two Greek words, 'Oikos' 

010use or dwelling) and 'Logos' (science). As originally developed as a sub-Held 

of Biology, the term environment was resetved to indicate the surroundings of 

the organism ( b.oth biotic or living and non-bi0tic or physical) and ecology for 

.an attempt to study the very complex web of relatiorisl~ip of the environ~ent and 

organism, relationships of interdependence, antagonism and so on. Ecology 

gradually led to emergence of 'social ecology' as a branch of social science with 

d1e focus on the relationship of human beings to environment with studies on 

the social causes and consequences of.environmental degradation. In a further 

development 'political ecology' was born to accommodate public policy concerns 

for environmental degradation nationally as well as globally. Attempt was made 

to study the roles of government, environmental groups and ·lobbies and to 

fashion the correct developmental perspective in the face of debate between 

developmentalist arguments and environmentalist rebuttal. Eventually the debate 

settled in a concept of sustainable development with the idea that neither 

de\Telopment needs stop, nor nature be annihtlated. This agreement gave rise to 

further controversies. \'(/ho defines the limits of growth? How to refashion the 

existing social, political and value -system? Who should develop the concrete 
-

programmes, the State or Civil Society? Out of these political controversies, 

public policies, social interventions and popular resistances of the people, 

institutions and environment keep on changing. These changes need to be 



studied and ultimately evaluated for their sustainability implica-tions ·for 

enlightened appreciation and action. 

Environmental activism as a subject matter of study offers a unique 

opportunity to such an effort in India. The number of environmental groups and 

organizations involved with environment-related activities is very large in India. 

Most of these are "\roluntary or non-governmental organizations; some raising 

their own funds through voluntary donations and some are funded by foreign 

agencies. They generally engage· into fo~r different activities; (i) collecting and 

disseminating information (the most prominent is the Gepter for Science and .. 
Environment), (ii) experiments with alternative technology -(viz, the Utthan, or 

Su/atJ} and (iii) serving as the catalytic agents for popular participation m 

conservation and development works and (iv) organizing popular resistance 

against state or private sponsored developmental projects. The nature of the 

movements is also unique in India. There is a n1iddle class environmentalism 

largely drawing inspiration from western environmentalism concerned primarily 

with aesthetic and health issues ~e ·presetving wildlife, air quality etc. There are 

also mass based environmental movements intertwined with movements for 

socio-economic rights of the mral poor and the marginal groups. Often the two 

are contradictory. Thus the study of environmental movements may take us to 

the heart of the debate concerning sustainable development and allow us to study 

the changes. in the overall sccmirio. Moreover, in India, the environmental 

movements are mostly not spearheaded by political parties. Unlike in the West, 

non-party organizations have not transformed into political parties with 

environment as their major focus. Nevertheless they are not completely detached 

for· the movements either. Their role vis-a-vis the movements may also offer a 

useful dimension to the study of changing scenario. When we study the 

environmental movements in .India from the angle of political ecology, not only 

we smdy the success and failures of these movements for moving toward 

sustainable development we also study the general problems for sustainable 

development in India. 
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1.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The decade of the 1980's witnessed the eruption of environmental issues 
' 

on both national and international agendas. Since then, it is widely recognized 

that the development of environmental issues contains the potential to transform 

the traditional politics. One significant feature of this process is the role played by 

the non-state actors, which have grown in size within civil-society-and have 

scaled up their operations in order to influence states and organization. The non

state_ actors have focused oh various environmental issues, articulated and 

espoused an altern~tive development paradigm as opposed to the conventional 

one, and conducted local environmental awareness and local efforts to resist 

environmental damage. Consequently, a hqst _ of env!fonmental move,ments 

developed around the globe. India too saw similar developments; and the 
' ' 

enviro~mental movements in India' multiplied, following the Chipko Andolan in 

the 1970's. 

Academics, both abroad and in India have made earne,st attempts to 

study these movements. Clubbing under the broad category of the nco-social 

movements, they have been studied from a plurality of perspectives. The studies 

' in general cover the theoretical discussions on the movements, their origin, 

: development, ideological orientations, and their success and failures. In the 

, Indian context, such studies are found in abundance. However, as the review of 

literature on the subject will reveal, the studies made so far have conspicuously, 

left out the dynamics and transformations of these movements, and their 

consequent impact on society. 

Therefore, the present study purports to locate the dynamics underlying 

the environmental movements, and their consequent transformations in Indian 

context. There is a clue from Kothari that the principal agency for fundamental 

social change will be a 'Coalition of Social Movement and Mass Struggles'. In the 

contemporaty Indian context, it appears to be quite unlikely. Therefore, this must 

-also be checked with reference to what has been happening. \Y/e also have to see 

whether these movements are really against this or that aspect of'the system or 

against the system as a wllole. It is equally necessaty to explore what happens 
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when a legal return takes place :_ is there care to check implementation? From 

this, adopting a strategic relational approach within agent-structtire framework, it 

is revealed that there is a dialectical relationship between the authority and the 

movements, which account for the dynamism and transformation of the 

movements. Presently, we \Vitness a number of environmental movements in 

India; some are extremely local such as t.he Rahmeria movement in upper Assam 

and some regional such as the Ballyapal movement in S~uth India. Many are of 

too recent origin. It seemed proper to select those two movements under the 

proposed research on the ground that these have been active for a considerable 

period of time, hence offering the opportunity to their dynamic and 

transformative aspects .meaningfully. The emption of the movements under study 

and the objectives and strategies of the movements therein shall be taken as the 

benchmark and the dynamics and transformations shall be studied looking at the 

course of the movements. The study also intends to dwell upon the social impact 

of s11ch dynamics and transformation. This constitutes our problem of study. 

1.3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Theoretical considerations in relation to any given research problem 

necessarily involves methodological considerations that in turn extend into the 

philosophical realm. Presently, we may begin with the most stubborn issue of 

methodological monism versus methodological pluralism. Do we have one 

. scientific method for studying natural and social phenomena? It is clear that we 

do have different methodological traditions whose social scientificity is debated 

on opposing grounds. But methodological pluralism :is linked with the issue of 

naturalism and its critics. The naturalist perspective assumes that there ·is a 

"xcie11liji/' method common to both natural and social sciences. The Positivist, the 

Marxist and the Critical Rationalist traditions share this assumption .0~ the other 

hand, the Hermeneutic, the Stmctur~list (derived from language and not 

1 • Structural Marxism), the post-Structuralist and the Discourse Analysis oppose the 

naturalist assumption and claim a different status for social sciences in general. 

Since the study of environment and ecology involves reciprocal relation between 

natural and human environment or between biophysical and social systems, this 
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debate on naturalism cannot be resolved irt favour of one. This makes the task of 

developing appropriate theoretical framework truly interdisciplinary and complex. 

In relation to ecological question, whenever we refer to causality we 

appeal to the ideas about structure and agency. Both of them logically_ entail one 

another. A natural or a social or 11 political structure only exists by virtue of the 

constraints on, or o~portunities for, agency that it affects. The structure of the 

earth cannot be conceived with~mt the human beings placing constraints on and 

getting opportunities or resource· from the structure. Furthermore, the notions of 

stmcn1re and agency areJelated to the notion of strategy~ .provided of course the 
' .. 

agent possesses the capacity of intentional action. While strategy cannot be 

indep~ndent of the revealed stmcn1re and agency, the agency is the product of 

strategy and structure. Natural structures enjoy only relative independenc;e from 

agency but social strucn1re is closely related to the agency and, the strategy. All 

these amount to the following: 

• The Biophysical environment is affected by social environment; 

• The Bio-Physical environment to a lesser extent and social 

, environment to a greater extend depend on the agent's conception of 

what are they are doing; and, 

• The strategy affects both the agency and the structure in the sense 

that a policy has impact on the state of environment and the 

ecological awareness of the agent sometimes sorting a problem or 

making it more complica~ed, the nature of ou~come being determined 

by the dialectical relationship of structure and agency. 

In. general, we have four major positions in the structure-agency ,debate. 

There are two simple views of structure and agency, one of them is agency 

centered, and the other, structure. centered. One of the earliest and the most 

prorninent positions of the former kind is known as lntentionalism which has 

many sub-formulations. Peter \V'inch rejected simple observation as guide to 

recovery .of stmcnual relations and wanted observation to be· combined by 

interpretation by the ag~nts on the grout}d that social reality is constituted by the 

meaning·il11puted by the agents. nence ;ny. attempts at understandiri:g must be il1 
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terms of the self-understanding of participants in a way of life (Winch: 1985). The 

Expressive theoq of meaning on the o,ther hand upheld the reality of appearance 

constituting the structure to be revealed by appropriate interpretation. In other 

words the structure must be understood not only in terms of pre-understanding 

of the agents but also in terms of their self-understanding at the level of 

appearance (Gadamer: 1875). A modern Variant of agency-centered view of 

structure ager1cy relationship may be the Discourse theoq that incidentally 

derives from many approaches across disciplines though basically it utilizes the 

insight of structuralism in the field of linguistics that is more structure-centered 

anyway. The "antifoHndationaliJt' and "anti-CJ.rentia!iJt' insights of philosophers 

such as Richard Rorty, Jacques Derrida and_ jean -Fran~ois Lyotard have been 

used to eluc;idate the theory of discourse. Discourse theoq dissolves the 

distinction between a realm of ideas and the world of real objects which all are 

' seen as discursive constructed by a process of articulation of identities by the 

agents (Laclau:l994). 

Among the structured-centered accounts the prominent positions were 

Marxism, Functionalism and Structural Linguistics. Within Marxism, Marx to a 

lesser extent and Louis Althussar to a greater extent de-emphasized the role of 

calculating agents. Gramsci tried to recognize the role of the agents but did not 

reject the broader structuralist interpretation. Functionalism conceptualized the 

pattern of consequences on action as structure and tried 
1 
to explain from 

Universal structure arrangements. Structural Linguistics was originally derived 

from the works of the Swiss Sttuctural Linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. 

According to him, the relationship between word and concept or signifier and 

signified is strictly formal and structural, and as such has priority over speech. 

Levis Strauss following this lead found a common language in the cultural 

phenomena of different societies. 

\Y/e have also two dialectical vtews of structure and agency. Probably the 

most influential view is 1\nthony Giddens' theory of "structuration" which tries 

to overcome the dualism of structure and agency by seeing the both as two sides 

of the same coin. Giddens wants to retain a focus on the structure as well as 

sensitivity to the intentionality, reflexivity, autonomy and agency of actor 
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(Giddens: 1976, 1979 and1984). But Giddens's solution to the problem of 

dualism ~vas actually a redefinition altogether. A further attempt to overcome the 

dualism of suucture and agency based on ·a dialectical understanding is found in 

the work of the Critical Realist, Roy Bhaskar (Bhaskar: 1979 and 1986). Bob 

Jessop developed it into the Strategic Relational Approach 0 essop: 1989) whose 

ontology ca·n be summarized as follows: 

• AU human 'agency' occurs and acqUltes meamng orily in relation to 

already structured settings and the former actually determines the views 

of the structure. 

• Strategic action 1s dialectical play of intentional and yet structurally 

embedded actors and the pre consti~te(] conte~es they inhabit. Actions 

occur within structured settings, yet actors have the partial potential 

(because su·ucture is partially revealed to them) to transform those 

structures through their actions. This impact of. agents upon the 

structures may be either deliberate or unintended. 

• Direct effects upon the structure partially transforms the structural 

context giving a scope for strategic learning on the part of the actors. 

The study 9f environmental movements may theoretically benefit from all the 

above insights but it seems that the strategic relational approach would be more 

fruitful than the others. The strength of this approach is the idea of relatedness. 

The weakness however lies in the conceptual poverty about the structured 

contexts and agent spccificqtion. For instance, the strength of Marxist framework 

is in delineating the historical patterns of social evolution and in the centrality 

given to classes as the most powerful actors. Inten_tionalism also captures 

important aspects of agent's identity, which Jurgen Habermas recognized in his 

concept of the "life-world". Discourse theory too may enrich the process of 

strategic learning as well as the transformation of the structures' context; for 

instance, an agent (state or non-state actor) pursuing an environmentally oriented 

goal acts within a su-uctured context (of global capitalist order or original security 

arrangement). Its strategic action (for instance: restriction on mono-cropping) as 

based on an existing knowledge base may lead to certain effects which are both 

intended (increase in bio-diversity) and unintended (decline in export and balance 
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of payment difficulties leading to deficits in military budgets). The effects of 

action leads to transformation of the structured context Qower growth and 

greater insecurity) and enhanced strategic knowledge through strategic learning 

leading to further strategic action (adjoining balance of payment losses by the 

export of value-added commodities). This may be a very crude example of how a 

synthetic framework of structure and agency may capture further aspects of ceo

politics in general and environmental movements in particular. Another 

advantage of the structure- agency relations is--the notion, of power. Since power 

is a questiQn of agency, its ability to inflict effect on the structure that sets 

contexts and define the range of possibilities for others, the structures also 

contain power implications. Inasmuch as politics is primarily a study of power, 

structure-agency relationships hold a great promise for. studying environmental 

politics and movements. 

. ( 

1.4. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A brief overview of literature on the environmental movements reveals 

that the literature can be broadly categorized into two sets of dichotomous 

categories that is, firstly, literature on global environmental movements, and 

literature on the movements of regional and /or local character; and secondly, 

literature on general perspective (general theme) as opposed on particularistic 

perspecti~re (thematic). Whereas some publications (Bowman: 1976; Pepper: 

1989; Sarkar: 1993; Shiva Bandhopadhyaya: 1999; Agarwal el. a!: 1987; Amin: 

1985 and Guha: 1982) broadly deal with the various aspects of environmental 

movements generally in a global context without being constrained by the 

thematic and territorial boundaries; on the other hand, the work in the likes of 

Carolyn Merchant (1989) and R.H. Dominick (1982) bear both thematic and 

territorial--boundarial limitations. For the purpose of the present study, we 

delineate clearly the territorial limit of our study to India. Within The literature on 

environmental movements in India, thematic categorization shall be made for 

review which will facilitate an easy comprehension and location of the research 

gap, thereby justifying the research wo.i:k 'under taken. 

Environmental/Ecology movements are generally seen as New-Social 

movements. Theoretical discussion on the nature and genesis of New Social 
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·movements in general, and thrO\ving ~<:)jne light on Environmental movements 

too are found in differe'nt publications, both in India and abroad. Melluci (1980), 

Cohen (1983 and 1985), Eder Klaus (1998), Claus Offe (1985), Oomen (1985), 

Dhanagare (1988a and 1988b), Dhanagare and John (1988), Omvedt (1989 and 

1993), Wignaraja:(1993) and Singh:(2001) are some powerful publications which 

in 'general give certain insights on the origin and nature of environmental 

movements as forms of N cw Social Movement. 

However, there are certain other publications, which exclusively deal with 

the ecology and environmental movements in India. They include Vandana Shiva 

(1986), which, adopting an ethno-ecological paradigm of research, analyses 

generally the information about people's attempts, action, and collective 

mobilization for maintaining the balance bet1yeen the h~inans and their habitat. 

It also
1 

cursorily points out such movements broadly. Guha (1989) focuses its 
I 

thrust :on the origin and growth of ecofogical movement in the Himalayan region 

of North India. S.T. Blpskaran ((1991 ), Harsh. Sethi (1993), Gad gil and Guha 

(1994), Karan (1994), Gad gil and Guha (199 5), Reddy (1999)]--all generally 

discuss the environmental movements in India with reference to their t;:auses, _ 

genesis, nature, categories and· their ideological orientations .. However, Somen 

Chakraborty (1999) deals with the theoretical orientations of New Social 

Movements (NSMs), throws light on the experienc~s of Chipko, Uttarkhand and 

fish workers movements and claims that the new social movements are dynamic 

and they transform in course of time, citing the example of the Chipko. Despi!e 

claiming thus, the work does not explain the forces and factors behind. such 

dynamism of the new social movements in general, and for that matter, the 

environmental movements in particular in the Indian context .The author also. 

fails to account for the transformatia.n of these movements over time. 

This' apart, one can locate mass of literature dealing with a variety of 

aspects of particular movements like the Chipko Movement, Silent Valley 

Movement, Narmada Bachao Andolan and the Balliyapal Movement in India. 

Scanning the literature on specific movements, we see a deluge of publications on 

each of them, some of which are descriptive, and others, analytical. However; 

keeping in mind the focus of the present study, we dwell only and exclusively on 
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the literature on the two movements under study, that is, The Chipko Movement 

and the Narmada Bachao Andolan (save the Narmada Movement) respectively. 

The available scholarly works on the Chipko Movement bear different 

dimensions of the sn1dy, ranging from origin, causes, strategies, objectives, 

kadcrship, and :\chicvc1~1cnts ad contributions of the movcment to the womcn's 

role of the movement and the current status or the future of the movement. 

Whereas Biljwand (1988) and Gupta (1990) have exclusive discussion on the 

origin of the movement, Anonymous (nd), Mishra (1978), Alvares (1984), 

Gadbole (1984), Bandhyopadhyay (1999), Ch~kraborty (1999); Bas--and Negi 

(1983), P. Dwivedi (1988), Guha (1989), Mawdsley (1998), Mitra (1993), Pahari 

(1988), Rangan (1993 and 199~), Rangan and Garb (1996), Shepard (1988), Shiva 

and Bandhyopadyay (1986, 1987a, 1987b, and 1988), Weber (1987), Bhatt (1980, 

n.d.(a), n.d. (b) and 1991), Shiva (1993a), Tiwari and Ravindran (1993), Akalji et al 

(1993), Barthwal (1992), Bahuguna (1992, n .. Q, _1980 an<;!" 1983), Tiwari (1997), 
' : 

Kunwar (1982), Harsh Dhibal (1994); Manisha A1yal (1994) have discussed on 

the movement covering different dimensions ranging from causes, origin, nature 

and course of the movement. These arc explorations on Chipko as an 

environmental movement, and have pointed out the multi-dimensional character 

of the movement V)7as (1992) has pointed out 'the real face of the Gur\l of 

Silyara, that is, Sunderlal Bahuguna, \'vhich makes the emerging conflicts and 

personality clashes between the Chipko leadership emphatic. Bhatt (1988) is an 

exclusive discussion on the strateg~es, achievements and contl"ibutions of the 

Movement. Shobita Jain (1984 and 1991), Mishra and Tripathi (1978) and 

Vandana Shiva (1993b) have discussed on the role of women in the Chipko 

Movement. These works have are focused on the analyses of the movement from 

a feminist perspective and concludes .that Chipko was the ftrst instance in which 

women actively participated in mobili%ations on ecological issues. Finally, Weber 

(1988) amnd Kunwar Prasun (2003) have sounded death knell for the Chipko 

movement. Although Sunderlal Bahuguna in his "Chipko Movement: Then and 

Now" argues that the Chipko Movement has passed throi1gh three stages since 

1968, the objectives if t~1e Chipko change'd constantly, and the demand changed 

from the primary demand of abolition of contractsystem ii1 1973, Shiva (1991) 

points out that when the controversy fu:st began, it was local in character, which 
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finally turned into a national controversy. It is also said that demand too took a 

round about twist from a larger share of the local people in the immediate 

commercial benefits of an ecologically· destructive pattern of forest resource 

exploitation, to the demand for ecological rehabilitation. Mawdsley (1996) argues 

that the mobilized rriasses in the hills finally shifted their stance. The focus 

shifted from environmental protection or alternatives to development, to the 

creation of Uttaranchal, whereby the Chipko was displaced from the agenda of 

the hills by the statehood movement. This reveals that although sizeable 

researches point to the changing ·nature of the movement, none, however, has 
> / -- ~-

explored the causes and consequences of the movement's dynamism and its 

tt:ansformative character. 

Next, the ecological conflicts emanating from the issue of the dam, the 

issue concerning the environmental aspects of dams and the consequent popular 

uprisings, and the questions of displacemerir and rehabilitation constitute the 

prime: theme of the literature available on the Narmada Bachao Andolan. 

Rangachari et al (2000),· Parasuraman (1997 and 1999), McCully (1996 and 1998), 

Khagram (2004), Ghose (n.d.), Ranajit Dwivedi (1999), Colchester (2000), Bishell 

et a/ (2000), Bavadam (2004a), BBVPS (1998), Abhyankar (2005), Schucking 
' -

(1999), S. Singh (1997a and 1997b), TISS (1988), WCD (2000), V. Vasu (1987), 

Verghese (1994),-Mridala Singh (1992), M. Pathak (1991), NIHRP (1993), C. 

Patel (1993), A. Desai (1985) and Alagh et al (1995) are some works on the 

conflicts in Narmada Valley pertaining primarily to the social, econc;>1llic and 

political issues concerning the large dams and the issues of displacement, 

resettlement, rehabilitation and huinan rights questions in the valley. On the 

other hand, the publications like A. Roy (2002), A. Patel (1995 and 1997), R. 

Shrivastava (1996), Patkar (1995), Patkar et a/ (1999), NBA (1992, 1999, n.d. and 

2000b), Morse and Berger (1992 and 1995), Motta and Nilsen (2005), L. Mehta 

(n.d.), H. Mander (2002), i\. Gandhi (2003), Swami (1994 and (1995), Ashish 

Kothari and Rahul Ram (1994); Enakshi Ganguli Thukral (1992 and 1995), Fisher 

(1995), D~agamwal et al (1995), Dharmadhikary (n.d.), D. D'Souza (2002), 

Cernea (1999), Bose (1997), and.Baviskar (1997a, 1997b, 1997c, and 2004) throw 

light on the question of development, tribal issues and the question of social 

justice pertaining to the Narmada Bachao Andolan. Yet another category of work 
' -
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include with a focus on the issue of land within the movement discourse. D. Roy 

(200~), P. Basu (n.d.), Ekta Parishad (2002) and Housing and Land Rights 

Network (2003) bear these themes. Some other works specifically focus on the 

issue of Globalization and the role of the NGO in the movement. They include 

L. Udall (1995), V. Dhanagare (1997), Multinational Monitor _(1_997)_, P. Kala 

(2001), Chabot and Duyvcndak (2002) and Randicra (20D3a and 2003b). A deluge 

of academic work also has been produced on the Narmada Movement, covering . . 

its multi-dimensional nature. Some important works in this connection include 

Sanjay Sangvai (2000a and 2000b), Routledge (2003), NBA (1988 arid 2000c), 

Palit (2003), R. Dwivedi (1997), C. Deegan (1995); .. N. Chandoke (2005), 

Bavadam (1998, 2001 and 2004b), Jai Sen (2000a, 2000b~ and n.d.), Venkatesan 

(20qO), Whitehead (2002 and 2003), John Wood (1993 and 1999), Tugara· (2000), 

Patkar (1992,1999a and 1999b), Alvares and Biliary (1995), Bhardwaj (n.d.), 

NAPM (2000), Dharmadhikary (2000), Srinivasaan (2004). However, none of 

them have thrown any.light on the changing nature of this movement, although 

apart from their ·central theme of the nature of the movement sporadically even 

·the multidimensional nature of the movement and its pattern of mobilizations 

have been touched upon. Recently, Nilsen (2006) has worked on the 

dispossession in the Narmada Valley in which he has focused on the changing 

issues and nature of the movement has been indicated. This work too does not 

explore the individual movement components and their role in making the 

n1ovctncnt tnovc. 

The revtew of literature suggests that in some cases the dynamic and 

transformative nature of the movements has been located and the movements 

have been studied from different perspectives and orientations. However, what is 

conspicuous is that these studies. have failed to account for the causes and 

consequence of the dynamism within the movements, and the consequent 

transformations of the nature and the content of the movements. Hence, there is 

a visible lacuna. Therefore, the present study purports to fill the void. 

Subsequently, it also aims to bridge the knowledge gap, and thereby contributes 

to the policy science, which may be targeted towards the amicable solution of the 

problems addressed by these movements. 
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1.5. RESEARCH QUE,STIONS 

Review of literature has revealed certain information gaps. For instance, the 

Chipko Movement's objecti~es changed from primarily economic in 1968 to 

political - a movement demanding statehood in Uttaranchal (Kunwar: 1988; 

Rangan: 1996). Thus, the objectives, strategies and organization itself underwent 

a change, .. metamorphosing the entire movement. These dynamic and 

transformative aspects have been superficially touched upon by some scholars 

but~ have been left largely unexplored.' The following research questions have 

been designed to bridge the gap. The identified research questions arc: 

• Wh~t ·factors (such as leadership conflicts, ideological differences, 

involvement of the political parties, funding problems of theNGOs etc.) 

account for the transformation of the objectives and methodology of the 

environmental movetTlents? 

• Wl1at is the nature Of impact of the dynamism and transformation of 

movements (on the movements, public policy, laws and institutions etc.)? 

1.6. HYPOTHES.ES 

Owing to the. ipformation gap stated above, there is a consequent 
·, 

know;ledge gap. The present research aims at bridging the said knowledge gap. To 

1 
- tllls 'end, tl1e follo\ving l1ypotheses l1ave bce11 designed \vlllch are to be tested in 

course of the study: 

I. That the changes in the parameters of the environmental 

movements (Structural: rclatiollal such as caste relations, , religious 

affiliations , embedded such as cultural and historical legacies, instit11tional 

such as international legal instruments, constitutional and legal 

framework; and Agencies: party, N.G.O.s and lea,dcrs, activists etc.) over 
.. 

time affect the course of a given movement. 

II. The dynamic and transformative elements (such as changes in the 

objectives, strategies, support bases, ideological orientations· and 

leadership) of the environmental movements· bear an impact on the 

parameters of the movement. 
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III. That the dynamics and transformations of the movements affect 

the state, the civil society and their inter-relationships. Therefore, the 

overall social impact of the environmental movements will be felt both 

on the nature of the movement and the parameters of the movement. 

IV. That some combinations of the changes in the nature of the 

movement and the parameters have positive implications for sustainable 

developmerit and some do not. 

1.7. METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

As regards the methodological orientations, broadly one can see two 

categories: Positivist Methodologic;l Orientation and Methodological 

Movements against Scientific politics. There are two trends within positivism-

institutional approach and behavioral approach. The institutional approach may 

capture a variety of institution-oriented variables. The behavioral approach 

enables us to study the attitudinal aspects properly. However, the methodological 

requirement here is survey research type, which may not suit the present study. 

Moreover, it undermines value judgment, and hence d<;>es not suit the study of 

environmental movements~ It has also been suggested that though the Reason

Acti?n explanation accommodates the dimension of intentionality and hence 

differs from the causal explanations that visualize histmy as a series of events it 

actually has the same structure as the covering law model. However this may be 

the case only retrospectively and hence it is better not to consider reason -action 

explanation as an aspect of the positivist legacy (Niahajan: 1997). Apart from the 

systemic theories, the positivist legacy also extends to the d~tE:ain~ of Public 

Choice Theory. However, here the problem of power is regulated. It is a status, 

q11oist position and is weak in explaining change orientation. Secondly, within the 

methodological movement against scientific politics, we find three dominant 

positions, viz. Normative Theory, Historicism and Hermeneutics. Whereas the 

Normative themy dwells _on certain moral consi~erations, Historicism 

concentrates on historical development and not on caus'i::-effect relationships or 

cross-cultUral generalizations. It is built on romanticism and seeks to look for 
' 

cultural particularity. Therefore, it may be useful for analyzing only the historical 
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aspects of the movements. The Hermeneutics tradition on the other hand is 

audience focused, and helps to understand the mind of the subject--a counter 

hegemonic perspective. The technique it employs is intensive interview. However 

as an alternative to the causal explanation many privilege the narrative mode to 

grasp the uniqueness and particularity of the object under study where the need is 

to explicate the precise configuration of forces at that time (ibid) hl!ncc btic..lging 

the gap between Vm"lehen and Erkla1"1?1: Implicit in this review is the claim that the 

'why' interrogative can be answered' in different ways and 'that the task of 

privileging any one method in absolute terms cannot be divorced from the task 

of privileging a particular conception of the object of social analysis. 

The present study is located in the contemporary critical literature which · 

vtews the environmental re~ources as 'having symbolic as well as material 

dimensions and ramifications, subjected to contests rooted in relations of power 

both at the d,iscursive and ma~erial rt~alms (Bruns and Meizen-Dick: 2000; 

Nyerges: 1997; NI~sse: .1997 and 2003; Mollinga: 2000; Cleaver: 2000). Thus, the 

complex nature of the subject of the present study, therefore, makes it difficult to 

adopt a particular methodological perspective as it fails to capture the multi

dimensional character of the subject under study. Therefore, we propose to 

undertake a broadly qualitative research in which the standard to~ls of qualitative 

research woult! be used. There. is a gl!twral tpisconception about the contrast , 

between the qualitative and the quantitative methods. The former is often 

wrongly intetpreted to be concerned with words and latter wi'th numbers. As 

practiced, qualitative inquiry typically involves such methods of generating data as 

unstructured ii1tenriews or active intenriews, obsetva.tion and document at;Ialysis, 

non-statistical means of analyzing and intetpreting those data as well as use of 

non-parametric statistics. It also involves approaches .known as case study 

evaluatio~s, responsive evaluation, illuminative evaluation etc. We began our 

study in narrative mode, employing a form of emergenl ctllafyJiJ (Flick: 1998; Mason: 

1996) in which the we have avoided the plans for a quasi-experimental study 

(activities such as precise specification of hypotheses, through selection, of 

groups, specification of variables, choice of pre-testing of measures, specification 

of procedures for the statistical analysis of data etc.) and prepare for the field 

studies in the areas of the concerned movements in an emergent way. Our 
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analysis unfolds in an iterative fashion through the interaction of the processes of 

generating data, exam.in~ng the preliminary focusing questions, and considering 

our theoretical assul11ptions. Analysis has, therefore, become a process of 

elaborating a version of or perspective on the phenomenon of environmental 

movements, revising the version or perspective as additional data are generated 

and new questions asked, elaborating another version, revising that version or 

perspective and so on. In course of this we could not avoid mixing the narrative 

mode with other modes not so much in an attempt to synthesize different kinds 

~f understanding of the object und:er study or tolerate different understandings, 

but in an effort to engaging different ~nderstandings with' one another (Greene 

and Caracelli: 1997). 

To elaborate on our methodological orientations' a little further, for the 

study of the dynamism and transformations of the environmental movements in 

India, it was necessary to locate the study in a variety of settings, using a host of 

multi-disciplinary approaches. Keeping with the idea that the multi-sited studies 

like the present one necessitate to move from a conventional single-site locations 

to multiple sites of observation that cross-cut dichotomies such as of the loc~l 

and the global, tl1e lifeworld and the system, (1\'Iarcus: 1995), the study spans 

different arenas and research sites ranging from villages as high up in the 

Uttaranchal Himalayas and as far as the stretching Alirajpur plains in Madhya 

Pradesh, then to bureaucracies and other official e,stablishments in Uttaranchal, 

Gujarat, Maharastra, Madhya Pradesh and Delhi. The objective was to carry out 

both a micro and a macro analysis, given the understanding that both these 

realms exist in symbiosis and have no meaning in isolation from each other 

(Edwards: 1993). The micro in the present case represents the analysis o£ the 

grassroots movements in· their local-contextual settings, and the macro pertains 

to the movements' struggle in relation to the national state and international 

actors and their responses to it. However, such research carried out in different 
' ' 

contexts is difficult and there exists no clear methodological directives on how to 

make the marriage between ·the micro and the. macro aspects of the study. 

Furthermore,· when the issue of research is a contested problem of dynamic 

nature as in· the present case, -the multi-sited research poses some unresolved 

questions such as how is the research supposed to deal with all the different 
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locally defined categories and c;onstmctions. This problem can be addressed only 

through the juxtaposition of a variety of data---both qualitative and quantitative. 

Hence, the knowledge claims from a variety of sources are investigated ·to 

constitute what could be called 'hybrid research (Batterbmy et al:: 1997). To 

elucidate, this study employs a blend of qualitative and quantitative .sources of 

data; a combination of reconstruction via historical analysis and a deconstruction 

of texts and policy documents and popular narratives. 

Although the study is largely based on qualitative data, quantitative data 

such as frequency of earthquakes, data on commercial felling of trees, changes in 

the rainfall pattern, expansion of railways, etc (in case of the Chipko Movement), 

number of dams, estimated displacement, etc. (in case of the Narmada Bachao 

Andolan) and the numerical data obtained through attitude scaling using Likert's 

Scale, and the Census data (in case of both the movements) have been used. But 

this said and done, what still remains to be clarified is the specific method used 

foi: the collection and analysis of the data. 

As regards the methods used for the collection of data for the present 

study, let us begin with the secondary research. This is because, dictated by the 

imperatives of our methodological preference for an emergent analysis, we began 

om study with secondary research. Broadly, we have four categories of study 

under this. We began our study with an aim of getting acquainted to the sites of 

the movements. This provided us the opportunity to grasp the contextual 

peculiarities and historicity of the sites. Secondly, we undertook the collection of 

data pertaining to the origin, objectives, issues, demands, strategies and actors of 

the movements under study. Thirdly, we proceeded to the study of the responses 

to the movement from the state and civil society. Finally, we resorted to archival 

rese;irch. This exercise helped us to design a broad framework for the analysis of 

the environmental movements in India in general and the movements under 

sn1dy in particular. 

With the preliminary focusing questions made ready, we prepared for our 

field work in the two movement sites. The basic objective of the field work was 

to gather the primary evidences about· the movements through intensive 

·2o~)on .'i 
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interview, observation and other techniques of data collection including the 

collection of books, reports, .monographs, pamphlets, leaflets, r'lews clips, _press 

notes, photographs dnd. othei: audio and visual evidences through which the 

movements have articulated' their demands and responded to the responses from 

the state and society. Accordingly, fieldworks were undertaken. The visit to 

Uttarai1chal Himalayas was made in May-June of 2005 and to the Narmada Valley 

in November-December of the same year. A recess of about six months was kept 
' . ' 

for reflecting on the previous field visit experiences and prepare in a better way 

for the next. In Uttaranchal, the fieldwork was carried out in Chamba, Tehri, 

Ghansali, Silyara ·and Uttarkashi iri the Bhagirathi Valley and in Srinagar, 

Karnaprayag, Rudraprayag,, Gopeswar, Kedarnath, Badrinath and Reni in the 

Alakananda Valley, apart from visists to Haridwar, Rishikesh, Dehradun and 

Mussourie. In Narmada Valley, although we paid visits to Baroda (Gujarat), 

Dhule (Maharastra), and Alirajpur and Badwani (both in Madhya Pradesh), our 

study was centered in the Nimad Plains of Badwani District of Madhya Pradesh, 

because the Nimad plains constitutes the hub of the NBA activities with its 

established office in Badwani. 

~ 

We also attempted to undertake content analysis as a method of 

collection and analysis of data for the comprehensio~ of the dynamism and 

transformations of the m,ovements under study. However, in our process of 

carrying out the research, we confronted two difficulties limiting the scope of the 

use of contc~1t analysis. Firstly, we had proposed to analyse the primary sources 

of data published by the respe~tive movements including texts and the audio

visual media like audio cassettes/ CDs and video clips. In case· of the texts we 

found that whereas the NBA has published a regular series of press note~s on 
I 

. various issues of the movement, it was conspicuously missing in case of the 

Chipko rviovemcnt. Similarly, in case of the audio-visual media, NBA had to its 

credit a few audio discs containing collections of folk songs used for the 

movement mobilizations and a couple of video clips on various satyagrahas and a 

' video record of the history of the movement entitled 'Narmada Diary'. Such audio 

visual media were not available in case of the Chipko Movement. Despite these 

limitations, we proceeded with whatever common texts were available for 

comparative analysis of the two movements. The attempt however could not 
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bear f1uition leading us to the second difficulty. Because the present study 

involves an analysis of the complex interactions of a multiplicity of va1;iables 

simultaneously, the content analysis which can best capture the relationsip 

between two variables ancl is useful for insightful bivariate analysis, could not be 

used for unfolding the complex and simultaneous interplay of a multiplicity of 
. . 

variables. Hence, we abandoned the use of content analysis, taking recourse to 

other methods as have been delineated here. 

As already pointed out above, we designed our research- to -conduct a 

series of discussions and unstructured interviews to elicit data from the field. The 

fundamentally qualitative nature of the study led us to adopt a subject oriented 

approach in mind, perceiving the agencies interviewed not merely as informants 

but more as partners in the process. This understanding stemmed out of a 

critique of the inherent nature of quantitative methods :_~vhich often encourage 

situations of clear dominance between 'subjects' and 'objects' of research, often 

leading to distorted data. Moreover, this subject oriented approach was necessary 

s~ as to comprehend how; knowledge and lifeworlds are constituted and 

constructed by different· social actors (Schwartz and Jacobs: 1979). Thus, our 

interviewees were drawn from all· walks of life, fitting in and out of different 

contexts: the public and the private, the national and the local, the leader and the 

led, and above all, the dominant and the marginal. During our fie!dworks in the 

two movement sites in 2005, we con,ducted some sixty interviews (thirty each in 

·the two movements), most of which were open ended and in the form of 

itifonnal di!:lcussions. \Y/e' have tape-recorded most of our intervie\vs, apart from 

. taking t1otcs in the process. The interviews revolved round the themes of 

different movement components, thir role in shaping the course of the 

movement, and their mutual inter-relations and exclusions whatsoever, bearing 

an impact on the movement as a whole. The !nterviews also focused on the 

successes and failures of the movements in addressing their objectives and goals 

and the reasons thereof as perceived by the movement participant-s. The issues 

, like the nature and forms of participation in the movement, future agenda of the 

movements, etc. were also elicited through the interviews and discussions. Our. 

obsenrations during the course of the field st':dy were noted in our field diary, 

which helped us clarify and corroborate the arguments at the fin~l stage of t9.~~~~ 
i --:.. il,;: '""'=" /' .:;,.;.. r...-.....-....., ..... A'·.~:t 
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Therefore, our subject of study constitutes a matter of contemporary significance. 

Unless the phenomenon is theoretically understood, it is quite unlikely that we 

can comprehend the contemporary Indian political process that is characteri7.ed 

by a mushroom growth of such like movements; nor can we ·act positively and 

rationally about it. The findings of the present study arc envisaged to provide 

valuable information about the dynamic and transformativc aspects of the 

environmental movements that will help policy-makers, planners, implementers, 

teachers, resea'rchers, the m~vements and the society at large. Herein lies the 

significance of the present study. 

1.9. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

So far the primary data of the sh.1dy is concerned, the study has been 

limited to the reports, memoranda, petitions, deputations, articles and the leaflets 

of the two specified movements and the data obtained through intensive 

interviews with the help of the field note hooks and tape-recorders in the fields 

(sites of the two movements identified), and through scaling of the.attitude types 

of the respondents on various statement pertaining to the movements. Hence, 

the findings may not be generally conclusive. It is the human behaviour to have 

both ideological and actual behaviour pattern, and therefore, it is likely that in the 

present study, it has limited the investigator to have deeper analysis of the 

responses. The study has also been limited to those r-espondents who were 

actually present in the sites during the course of field visits and interview. 

Therefore, several factors associated with the dynamic and transformative aspects 

of the movements might have been left unembraced by the study unconsciously. 

Furthermore, the study has also suffered handicaps owing to the twin constraints 

of time and resources. Moreover, the present study is limited by its vety nature. 

We have attempted a vety ambitious project of identifying the mutual interplay of 

vanous mmremcnt components bringing about the dynamism and 

transformations in the movement. This involves taking in to cognizance the 

, minutest of the mutations and the changes occurring in any one aspect of the 

movement, leading to the subsequent changes in almost all other components of 

the movement, and this combinations of the changes, having implications for all 

components of the movement. We strongly feel that we have not been able to do 

proper justice to this multiplex of interactions and its subsequent dynamism and 
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transformations in the movement. Yet, we would achieve something useful if we 

could set the ball rolling in the direction for future movement studies, along, this 

line. 

1.10. THESIS ORGANISATION 

The present study is intended to map the dynamism and transformations 

·of the environmental movements in India through a study of the Chipko 

Movement in the Garhwal Himalayas and the Narmada Bachao Andolan in the 

Narmada Valley spread over the three staes of Maha~astra, Madhya Pradesh and 

Gujarat. However, such a study necessitates a prior reading of the basic nature 

and characteristics of the environmental movements. Hence,\.ve have begun with 

a discussion on the understanding of the environmental movements, 

distinguishing between various such movements in the North and the South, 

locating the differences within. the Southern movements, making a survey of the 

Indian movements and then the studies of the two movements that have been 

taken for the present study. To this end, the present dissertation is designed to 

contain seven chapters. The ftrst chap'ter entitled 'Introduction' contains the 

statement of the problem of study and its significance, review of literature, and 

the objectives of study spelt out by the research questions and hypotheses. The 

second chapter reviews the general nature and extent of environmental 

movements. The Third and the Fourth Chapters make brief studies of the 

environmental movements in Asia and in India respectively. The third chapter· 

begins by throwing some light on the Asian perceptions of nature, and, later on, 

discusses the features of the environmental movements in Asia and -points out 

the differences within these movements. Chapter Four makes a brief survey of 

the environmental movements in India and attempts to locate them within the 

broad canvass of Indian politics. The multi-faceted nature of the environmental 

issues makes the movements differ even within the Indian context; thereby 

making it difficult to present an all ecompassing,· classification of the 

environmental movements in India. l\!Ioreover, since these movements have· 

enmeshed various issues within .them, it has rendered the adacemicians difficult 

to c~tegorise them as either environmental or human rights or peoples 

movements, leading towards a terminological confusion. The chapter, after 

pointing out this dilemma, seeks to posit reasons for such a dilemma and justifies 
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the agenda of the present research in the Indian context. Chapters Five and Six 

make study of the two movements undertaken in the present study separately; 

and locate the f.actors ·accounting for the dynamism of and transformations in 

them. The Seventh Chapter contains the summary of findings of the study. The 

social impact of th~ dynamism a~d transformations of the movements has also 

been discussed in this chapter via the movements' implications for sustainable 

development in India. It also briefly discusses the future prospects of the 

environmental movements in India, as drawn from the findings of the present 

study. 
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